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Introduction 

Books in this part of English language 
study. Have fun and be in line with the 
content of my suffering.  
In the report Prepared for students to 
read. Easily using the facilities. We  
apologize for any mistakes on this.  
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One day, while 
walking the fox sees a 
crow swooped down 
and the snout piece of 
cheese in its beak . 
Then the crow flew up 
to a branch nearby 



Fox said to 
himself . " It's 
delicious 
cheese " . 
Fox said, " 
Hey , I could  
deserve a 
piece of 
butter . I'm 
the Fox And I 
want it " ," I 
really wily 
already . I will 
be getting it 
soon . " 



Fox went on the trunk . And 
shouted, " Hello, pretty crow,How 
are you? " Fox said. " You look like 
very happy . But she looks weird 
She transformed  new shampoo . " 

 " Hello, 
pretty 

crow ,How 
are you? "  



" Her hair turned black 
and her eyes were 
sparkling like jewels " 
Fox flatter the crow, 
saying , " Hey, you slim 
down right . Her 
fingers are quite 
slender Wow , if she 
can sing well too. I 
would call her the 
Queen of birds, " said 
the fox . 



When the fox is flattering honeyed 
words are things, and want to be called 
the queen of all the birds . Crow girl is 
stretching her neck up and start singing. 
As she opened her mouth ,Cheese was 
fell out of her mouth . then Fox jump on 

and Catch it before it falls . 



" Yeah !!!! " 
Cried fox 
Cheese is 
above its 
head and 
dance a 
winner. "I get 
what i want, " 
Foxes look at 
crow sorrow . 
"Actually , I 
am not a bad 
fox yet. I will 
advise you in 
the future 
anyway , " Fox 
said to the 
crow. 



This story teaches you 
how 

" Never trust a flatterer ." 
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